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Abstrat: We onsider presriptive type systems for logi programs (as in Gödel or Mer-
ury). In suh systems, the typing is stati, but it guarantees an operational property: if
a program is well-typed, then all derivations starting in a well-typed query are again
well-typed. This property has been alled subjet redution. We show that this property
an also be phrased as a property of the proof-theoreti semantis of logi programs, thus ab-
strating from the usual operational (top-down) semantis. This proof-theoreti view leads
us to questioning a ondition whih is usually onsidered neessary for subjet redution,
namely the head ondition. It states that the head of eah lause must have a type whih
is a variant (and not a proper instane) of the delared type. We provide a more general
ondition, thus reestablishing a ertain symmetry between heads and body atoms. The on-
dition ensures that in a derivation, the types of two unied terms are themselves uniable.
We disuss possible impliations of this result. We also disuss the relationship between the
head ondition and polymorphi reursion, a onept known in funtional programming.
Key-words: Logi programming, (presriptive) type system, subjet redution, polymor-
phism, head ondition, derivation tree, polymorphi reursion
This report is the omplete version of a paper presented at FLOPS 2001 [8℄. It ontains all proofs
omitted there for spae reasons. Copies of this report obtained from INRIA ontain a mistake (the onverse
of Theorem 8 is laimed to hold) whih is orreted in the present version.
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Les programmes logiques bien typés ont tout bon
Résumé : On étudie ii les sytèmes de typage presriptif (à la Gödel ou Merury) pour la
programmation en logique. Dans de tels systèmes, le typage est statique, mais il garantit une
propriété opérationnelle: si un programme est bien typé, alors tous les buts obtenus par
dérivation d'un but bien typé sont eux-même bien typés. Le système est alors dit stable
par rédution (subjet redution). Nous montrons dans e papier que ette propriété de
stabilité est en fait aussi délarative. Cette vue délarative nous onduit à reonsidérer une
ondition habituellement admise et nééssaire pour la stabilité par rédution, dite ondition
de tête (head ondition). Cette ondition stipule que le type des têtes des lauses d'un
programme bien typé doit être une variante (et non une instane quelonque) du type
délaré de son prédiat. Il est alors possible de formuler des onditions plus générales qui
rétablissent une ertaine symétrie entre les têtes et les atomes du orps, et qui garantissent
en fait que dans toutes dérivations les types des termes uniables sont eux aussi uniables.
On disute enn les impliations possibles d'un tel résultat, en partiulier la relation entre
la ondition de tête et la reursion polymorphique, un onept onnu dans la programmation
fontionnelle.
Mots-lés : programmation en logique, système de type (presriptif), subjet redution,
polymorphisme, ondition de tête, arbre de dérivation, reursion polymorphique
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1 Introdution
Presriptive types are used in logi programming (and other paradigms) to restrit the
underlying syntax so that only meaningful expressions are allowed. This allows for many
programming errors to be deteted by the ompiler. Moreover, it ensures that one a program
has passed the ompiler, the types of arguments of prediates an be ignored at runtime,
sine it is guaranteed that they will be of orret type. This has been turned into the famous
slogan [20, 21℄
Well-typed programs annot go wrong.
Adopting the terminology from the theory of the λ-alulus [30℄, this property of a typed
program is alled subjet redution. For the simply typed λ-alulus, subjet redution states
that the type of a λ-term is invariant under redution. Translated to logi programming,
this means that resolving a well-typed query with a well-typed lause will always result
in a well-typed query, and so the suessive queries obtained during a derivation are all
well-typed.
From this observation, it is lear that subjet redution is a property of the operational
semantis of a logi program, i.e., SLD resolution [17℄. In this paper, we show that it is
also a property of the proof-theoreti semantis based on derivation trees. This is obtained
by showing that using well-typed lauses, only well-typed derivation trees an be on-
struted, giving rise to the new slogan:
Well-typed programs are not wrong.
The head ondition, whih is a ondition on the program (lauses) [13℄, is usually onsidered
to be ruial for subjet redution. The seond objetive of this paper is to analyse the head
ondition in this new light and open the eld for generalisations, of whih we introdue one.
The head ondition, also alled denitional generiity [16℄, states that the types of the
arguments of a lause head must be a variant
1
(and not a proper instane) of the delared
type of the head prediate. This ondition imposes a distintion between denitional o-
urrenes (lause heads) and applied ourrenes (body atoms) of a prediate. In ontrast,
the proof-theoreti view of subjet redution we propose reestablishes a ertain symmetry
between the dierent ourrenes. By this generalisation, the lass of programs for whih
subjet redution is guaranteed is enlarged.
This paper is organised as follows. Setion 2 ontains some preliminaries. Setion 3
introdues our proof-theoreti notion of subjet redution. Setion 4 gives onditions for
subjet redution, and in partiular, a generalisation of the head ondition. In Setion 5, we
disuss, in the light of these results, the usefulness of the head ondition and its generalisa-
tion. We also exhibit an interesting relationship between the head ondition and polymorphi
reursion [15℄. Setion 6 onludes by mentioning possible appliations of these results.
1
A variant is obtained by renaming the type parameters in a type.
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2 Preliminaries
We assume familiarity with the standard onepts of logi programming [17℄. To simplify
the notation, a vetor suh as o1, . . . , om is often denoted by o¯. The restrition of a substi-
tution θ to the variables in a syntati objet o is denoted as θ↾o, and analogously for type
substitutions (see Subse. 2.2). The relation symbol of an atom a is denoted by Rel(a).
When we refer to a lause in a program, we usually mean a opy of this lause whose
variables are renamed apart from variables ourring in other objets in the ontext. A
query is a sequene of atoms. A query Q′ is derived from a query Q, denoted Q❀ Q′, if
Q = a1, . . . , am, Q
′ = (a1, . . . , ak−1, B, ak+1, . . . , am)θ, and h← B is a lause (in a program
usually lear from the ontext) suh that h and ak are uniable with MGU θ. A derivation
Q ❀∗ Q′ is dened in the usual way. Given a program P , the immediate onsequene
operator TP is dened by TP (M) = {hθ | h← a1, . . . , am ∈ P, a1θ, . . . , amθ ∈M}.
2.1 Derivation Trees
A key element of this work is the proof-theoreti semantis of logi programs based on
derivation trees [6℄. We reall some important notions and basi results.
Denition 1 An instane name of a lause C is a pair of the form 〈C, θ〉, where θ is a
substitution.
Denition 2 Let P be a program. A derivation tree for P is a labelled ordered tree [6℄
suh that:
1. Eah leaf node is labelled by ⊥ or an instane name 〈C, θ〉 of a lause2 in P ; eah
non-leaf node is labelled by an instane name 〈C, θ〉 of a lause in P .
2. If a node is labelled by 〈h ← a1, . . . , am, θ〉, where m ≥ 0, then this node has m
hildren, and for i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, the ith hild is labelled either ⊥, or 〈h′ ← B, θ′〉
where h′θ′ = aiθ.
Nodes labelled ⊥ are inomplete, all other nodes are omplete. A derivation tree on-
taining only omplete nodes is a proof tree.
To dene the semantis of logi programs, it is useful to assoiate an atom with eah
node in a derivation tree in the following way.
Denition 3 Let T be a derivation tree. For eah node n in T , the node atom of n,
denoted atom(n), is dened as follows: If n is labelled 〈h← B, θ〉, then hθ is the node atom
of n; if n is labelled ⊥, and n is the ith hild of its parent labelled 〈h← a1, . . . , am, θ〉, then
aiθ is the node atom of n. If n is the root of T then atom(n) is the head of T , denoted
head(T ).
2
Reall that C is renamed apart from any other lause in the same tree.
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Derivation trees are obtained by grafting instanes of lauses of a program. To desribe
this onstrution in a general way, we dene the following onept.
Denition 4 Let P be a program. A skeleton (tree) for P is a labelled ordered tree suh
that:
1. Eah leaf node is labelled by ⊥ or a lause in P , and eah non-leaf node is labelled by
a lause in P .
2. If a node is labelled by h ← a1, . . . , am, where m ≥ 0, then this node has m hildren,
and for i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, the ith hild is labelled either ⊥, or h′ ← B where Rel(h′) =
Rel(ai).
The skeleton of a tree T , denoted Sk(T ), is the skeleton obtained from T by replaing
eah label 〈C, θ〉 with C. Conversely, we say that T is a derivation tree based on Sk(T ).
Denition 5 Let S be a skeleton. We dene
Eq(S) = {ai = h′ | there exist omplete nodes n, n′ in S suh that
• n′ is the ith hild of n,
• n is labelled h← a1, . . . , am,
• n′ is labelled h′ ← B}
Abusing notation, we frequently identify the set of equations with the onjuntion or sequene
of all equations ontained in it. If Eq(S) has a unier then we all S a proper skeleton.
Proposition 1 [6, Prop. 2.1℄ Let S be a skeleton. A derivation tree based on S exists if
and only if S is proper.
Theorem 2 [6, Thm. 2.1℄ Let S be a skeleton and θ an MGU of Eq(S). Let D(S) be the
tree obtained from S by replaing eah node label C with the pair 〈C, θ↾C〉. Then D(S) is
a most general derivation tree based on S (i.e., any other derivation tree based on S is an
instane of D(S)).
Example 1 Figure 1 shows a program, one of its derivation trees, and the skeleton of the
derivation tree.
To model derivations for a program P and a query Q, we assume that P ontains an
additional lause go← Q, where go is a new prediate symbol.
We reall the following straightforward orrespondenes between derivations, the TP -
semantis and derivation trees.
Proposition 3 Let P be a program. Then
1. a ∈ lfp(TP ) if and only if a = head(T ) for some proof tree T for P ,
2. Q❀∗ Q′ if and only if Q′ is the sequene of node atoms of inomplete nodes of a most
general derivation tree for P ∪ {go← Q} with head go, visited left to right.
RR n° 4082
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h(X)← q(X), p(X).
q([]).
p(X)← r(X).
⊥
〈q([]), ∅〉 〈p(X′) ← r(X′), {x′/[]}〉
  ❅
〈h(X) ← q(X), p(X), {x/[]}〉
⊥
q([]) p(X′)← r(X′)
  ❅
h(X)← q(X), p(X)
Figure 1: A program, a derivation tree and its skeleton
2.2 Typed Logi Programming
We assume a type system for logi programs with parametri polymorphism but without
subtyping, as realised in the languages Gödel [12℄ or Merury [28℄.
The set of types T is given by the term struture based on a nite set of onstrutors K,
where with eah K ∈ K an arity m ≥ 0 is assoiated (by writing K/m), and a denumerable
set U of parameters. A type substitution is an idempotent mapping from parameters to
types whih is the identity almost everywhere. The set of parameters in a syntati objet
o is denoted by pars(o).
We assume a denumerable set V of variables. The set of variables in a syntati objet
o is denoted by vars(o). A variable typing is a mapping from a nite subset of V to T ,
written as {x1 : τ1, . . . , xm : τm}.
We assume a nite set F (resp. P) of funtion (resp. prediate) symbols, eah with an
arity and a delared type assoiated with it, suh that: for eah f ∈ F , the delared type
has the form (τ1, . . . , τm, τ), where m is the arity of f , (τ1, . . . , τm) ∈ T m, and τ satises
the transpareny ondition [13℄: pars(τ1, . . . , τm) ⊆ pars(τ); for eah p ∈ P , the delared
type has the form (τ1, . . . , τm), where m is the arity of p and (τ1, . . . , τm) ∈ T m. We often
indiate the delared types by writing fτ1...τm→τ and pτ1...τm , however we assume that the
parameters in τ1, . . . , τm, τ are fresh for eah ourrene of f or p. We assume that there is
a speial prediate symbol =u,u where u ∈ U .
Throughout this paper, we assume K, F , and P arbitrary but xed. The typed lan-
guage, i.e. a language of terms, atoms et. based on K, F , and P , is dened by the rules in
Table 1. All objets are dened relative to a variable typing U , and _ ⊢ . . . stands for there
exists U suh that U ⊢ . . .. The expressions below the line are alled type judgements.
Formally, a proof of a type judgement is a tree where the nodes are labelled with judge-
ments and the edges are labelled with rules (e.g. see Fig. 2) [30℄. From the form of the rules,
it is lear that in order to prove any type judgement, we must, for eah ourrene of a
term t in the judgement, prove a judgement . . . ⊢ t : τ for some τ . We now dene the most
general suh τ . It exists and an be omputed by type inferening algorithms [2℄.
Denition 6 Consider a judgement U ⊢ p(t¯) ← p1(t¯1), . . . , pm(t¯m) Clause, and a proof of
this judgement ontaining judgements U ⊢ t¯ : τ¯ , U ⊢ t¯1 : τ¯1, . . . , U ⊢ t¯m : τ¯m (see Fig. 2)
suh that (τ¯ , τ¯1, . . . , τ¯m) is most general (wrt. all suh proofs). We all (τ¯ , τ¯1, . . . , τ¯m) the
most general type of p(t¯)← p1(t¯1), . . . , pm(t¯m) wrt. U .
INRIA
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Table 1: Rules dening a typed language
(Var) {x : τ, . . .} ⊢ x : τ
(Fun)
U⊢t1:τ1Θ ··· U⊢tm:τmΘ
U⊢fτ1...τm→τ (t1,...,tm):τΘ
Θ is a type substitution
(Atom)
U⊢t1:τ1Θ ··· U⊢tm:τmΘ
U⊢pτ1...τm(t1,...,tm) Atom
Θ is a type substitution
(Query)
U⊢A1 Atom ··· U⊢Am Atom
U⊢A1,...,Am Query
(Clause)
U⊢A Atom U⊢Q Query
U⊢A←Q Clause
(Program)
_⊢C1 Clause ··· _⊢Cm Clause
_⊢{C1,...,Cm} Program
(Queryset)
_⊢Q1 Query ··· _⊢Qm Query
_⊢{Q1,...,Qm} Queryset
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
. U ⊢ t¯1 : τ¯1
. . .
U ⊢ t¯m : τ¯m
U ⊢ t¯ : τ¯ U ⊢ p1(t¯1) Atom U ⊢ pm(t¯m) Atom
U ⊢ p(t¯) Atom U ⊢ p1(t¯1), . . . , pm(t¯m) Query
U ⊢ p(t¯) ← p1(t¯1), . . . , pm(t¯m) Clause
Figure 2: Proving a type judgement
Moreover, onsider the variable typing U ′ and the proof of the judgement U ′ ⊢ p(t¯) ←
p1(t¯1), . . . , pm(t¯m) Clause ontaining judgments U
′ ⊢ t¯ : τ¯ , U ′ ⊢ t¯1 : τ¯1, . . . , U ′ ⊢ t¯m : τ¯m
suh that (τ¯ , τ¯1, . . . , τ¯m) is most general (wrt. all suh proofs and all possible U
′
). We all
(τ¯ , τ¯1, . . . , τ¯m) the most general type of p(t¯)← p1(t¯1), . . . , pm(t¯m).
The following example explains the dierene between the most general type wrt. a xed
variable typing, and the most general type as suh.
Example 2 Consider funtion nil→list(U) and lause C = p← X=nil, nil=nil. Fixing
U = {X : list(int)}, the judgement U ⊢ C Clause an be proven using the judgements
U ⊢ X : list(int) and then U ⊢ nil : list(int) for eah ourrene of nil. It an also be
proven using the judgements U ⊢ X : list(int) and then U ⊢ nil : list(int) (for the rst
ourrene of nil) and then U ⊢ nil : list(V) (for the other two ourrenes of nil). In
the latter ase, we obtain (list(int), list(int), list(V), list(V)), the most general type
RR n° 4082
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of C wrt. U . Moreover, (list(V′), list(V′), list(V), list(V)) is the most general type of C
(hoose U ′ = {X : list(V′)}).
Denition 7 If U ⊢ x1 = t1, . . . , xm = tm Query where x1, . . . , xm are distint variables
and for eah i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, ti is a term distint from xi, then ({x1/t1, . . . , xm/tm}, U) is
a typed (term) substitution.
We shall need three fundamental lemmas introdued in [13℄.
3
Lemma 4 [13, Lemma 1.2.8℄ Let U be a variable typing and Θ a type substitution. If
U ⊢ t : σ, then UΘ ⊢ t : σΘ. Moreover, if U ⊢ A Atom then UΘ ⊢ A Atom, and likewise
for queries and lauses.
Proof: The proof is by strutural indution. For the base ase, suppose U ⊢ x : σ where
x ∈ V . Then x : σ ∈ U and hene x : σΘ ∈ UΘ. Thus UΘ ⊢ x : σΘ.
Now onsider U ⊢ fτ1...τm→τ (t1, . . . , tm) : σ where the indutive hypothesis holds for
t1, . . . , tm. By Rule (Fun), there exists a type substitution Θ
′
suh that σ = τΘ′ and
U ⊢ ti : τiΘ′ for eah i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. By the indutive hypothesis, UΘ ⊢ ti : τiΘ′Θ for eah
i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, and hene by Rule (Fun), UΘ ⊢ fτ1...τm→τ (t1, . . . , tm) : τΘ
′Θ.
The rest of the proof is now trivial. 
Lemma 5 [13, Lemma 1.4.2℄ Let (θ, U) be a typed substitution. If U ⊢ t : σ then U ⊢ tθ : σ.
Moreover, if U ⊢ A Atom then U ⊢ Aθ Atom, and likewise for queries and lauses.
Proof: The proof is by strutural indution. For the base ase, suppose U ⊢ x : σ where
x ∈ V . If xθ = x, there is nothing to show. If x/t ∈ θ, then by denition of a typed
substitution, U ⊢ t : σ.
Now onsider U ⊢ fτ1...τm→τ (t1, . . . , tm) : σ where the indutive hypothesis holds for
t1, . . . , tm. By Rule (Fun), there exists a type substitution Θ
′
suh that σ = τΘ′, and
U ⊢ ti : τiΘ′ for eah i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. By the indutive hypothesis, U ⊢ tiθ : τiΘ′ for eah
i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, and hene by Rule (Fun), U ⊢ fτ1...τm→τ (t1, . . . , tm)θ : τΘ
′
.
The rest of the proof is now trivial. 
Lemma 6 [13, Thm. 1.4.1℄ Let E be a set (onjuntion) of equations suh that for some
variable typing U , we have U ⊢ E Query. Suppose θ is an MGU of E. Then (θ, U) is a
typed substitution.
Proof: We show that the result is true when θ is omputed using the well-known Martelli-
Montanari algorithm [19℄ whih works by transforming a set of equations E = E0 into a
set of the form required in the denition of a typed substitution. Only the following two
transformations are onsidered here. The others are trivial.
3
Note that some results in [13℄ have been shown to be faulty (Lemmas 1.1.7, 1.1.10 and 1.2.7), although
we believe that these mistakes only aet type systems whih inlude subtyping.
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1. If x = t ∈ Ek and x does not our in t, then replae all ourrenes of x in all other
equations in E with t, to obtain Ek+1.
2. If f(t1, . . . , tm) = f(s1, . . . , sm) ∈ Ek, then replae this equation with t1 = s1, . . . , tm =
sm, to obtain Ek+1.
We show that if U ⊢ Ek Query and Ek+1 is obtained by either of the above transformations,
then U ⊢ Ek+1 Query. For (1), this follows from Lemma 5.
For (2), suppose U ⊢ Ek Query and f(t1, . . . , tm) = f(s1, . . . , sm) ∈ Ek where f =
fτ1...τm→τ . By Rule (Query), we must have U ⊢ f(t1, . . . , tm) =u,u f(s1, . . . , sm) Atom, and
hene by Rule (Atom), U ⊢ f(t1, . . . , tm) : uΘ and U ⊢ f(s1, . . . , sm) : uΘ for some type
substitution Θ. On the other hand, by Rule (Fun), uΘ = τΘt and uΘ = τΘs for some
type substitutions Θs and Θt, and moreover for eah i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, we have U ⊢ ti : τiΘt
and U ⊢ si : τiΘs. Sine pars(τi) ⊆ pars(τ), it follows that τiΘt = τiΘs.4 Therefore
U ⊢ ti = si Atom, and so U ⊢ Ek+1 Query. 
3 Subjet Redution for Derivation Trees
We rst dene subjet redution as a property of derivation trees and show that it is equiv-
alent to the usual operational notion. We then show that a suient ondition for subjet
redution is that the types of all unied terms are themselves uniable.
3.1 Proof-Theoreti and Operational Subjet Redution
Subjet redution is a well-understood onept, yet it has to be dened formally for eah
system. We now provide two fundamental denitions.
Denition 8 Let _ ⊢ P Program and _ ⊢ Q Queryset. We say P has (proof-theoreti)
subjet redution wrt. Q if for every Q ∈ Q, for every most general derivation tree T
for P ∪ {go ← Q} with head go, there exists a variable typing U ′ suh that for eah node
atom a of T , U ′ ⊢ a Atom.
P has operational subjet redution wrt. Q if for every Q ∈ Q, for every derivation
Q❀∗ Q′ of P , we have _ ⊢ Q′ Query.
The referene to Q is omitted if Q = {Q | _ ⊢ Q Query}. The following theorem states
a ertain equivalene between the two notions.
Theorem 7 Let _ ⊢ P Program and _ ⊢ Q Queryset. If P has subjet redution wrt. Q,
then P has operational subjet redution wrt. Q. If P has operational subjet redution, then
P has subjet redution.
4
Note how the transpareny ondition is essential to ensure that subarguments in orresponding positions
have idential types. This ondition was ignored in [21℄.
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Proof: The rst statement is a straightforward onsequene of Prop. 3 (2).
For the seond statement, assume U ⊢ Q Query, let ξ = Q ❀∗ Q′, and T be the
derivation tree for P ∪ {go← Q} orresponding to ξ (by Prop. 3 (2)).
By hypothesis, there exists a variable typing U ′ suh that for eah inomplete node n
of T , we have U ′ ⊢ atom(n) Atom. To show that this also holds for omplete nodes, we
transform ξ into a derivation whih reords the entire tree T . This is done as follows: Let
P˜ be the program obtained from P by replaing eah lause h← B with h← B,B. Let us
all the atoms in the seond ourrene of B unresolvable. Clearly _ ⊢ h ← B,B Clause
for eah suh lause.
By indution on the length of derivations, one an show that P˜ has operational subjet
redution. For a single derivation step, this follows from the operational subjet redution
of P .
Now let ξ˜ = go❀ Q˜′ be the derivation for P˜ ∪{go← Q,Q} using in eah step the lause
orresponding to the lause used in ξ for that step, and resolving only the resolvable atoms.
First note that sine P˜ has operational subjet redution, there exists a variable typing U ′
suh that U ′ ⊢ Q˜′ Query. Moreover, sine the unresolvable atoms are not resolved in ξ˜, it
follows that Q˜′ ontains exatly the non-root node atoms of T . This however shows that for
eah node atom a of T , we have U ′ ⊢ a Atom. Sine the hoie of Q was arbitrary, P has
subjet redution. 
The following example shows that in the seond statement of the above theorem, it is
ruial that P has operational subjet redution wrt. all queries.
Example 3 Let K = {list/1, int/0}, F = {nil→list(U), consU,list(U)→list(U), −1→int,
0→int, . . .}, P = {plist(int), rlist(U)}, and P be
p(X) <- r(X). r([X℄) <- r(X).
For eah derivation p(X)❀∗ Q′0, we have Q
′
0 = p(Y) or Q
′
0 = r(Y) for some Y ∈ V, and so
{Y : list(int)} ⊢ p(Y) Query or {Y : list(U)} ⊢ r(Y) Query. Therefore P has operational
subjet redution wrt. {p(X)}. Yet the derivation trees for P have heads p(Y), p([Y]), p([[Y]])
et., and _ 6⊢ p([[Y]]) Query.
3.2 Uniability of Types and Subjet Redution
We now lift the notion of skeleton to the type level.
Denition 9 Let _ ⊢ P Program and S be a skeleton for P . The type skeleton or-
responding to S is a tree obtained from S by replaing eah node label Cn = p(t¯) ←
p1(t¯1), . . . , pm(t¯m) with p(τ¯ )← p1(τ¯1), . . . , pm(τ¯m), where (τ¯ , τ¯1, . . . , τ¯m) is the most general
type of Cn.
5
For a type skeleton TS , the type equation set Eq(TS ) and a proper type
skeleton are dened as in Def. 5.
5
Reall that the variables in Cn and the parameters in τ¯ , τ¯1, . . . , τ¯m are renamed apart from other node
labels in the same (type) skeleton.
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r([X′′′]) ← r(X′′′)
r([X′′]) ← r(X′′)
p(X′) ← r(X′)
go← p(X)
r(list(U′′′)) ← r(U′′′)
r(list(U′′)) ← r(U′′)
p(list(int))← r(list(int))
go← p(list(int))
Figure 3: A skeleton and the orresponding non-proper type skeleton for Ex. 3
The following theorem states that subjet redution is ensured if terms are unied only
if their types are also uniable.
Theorem 8 Let _ ⊢ P Program and _ ⊢ Q Queryset . P has subjet redution wrt. Q if
for eah proper skeleton S of P ∪ {go ← Q} with head go, where Q ∈ Q, the type skeleton
orresponding to S is proper.
Proof: Let S be an arbitrary proper skeleton for P ∪ {go ← Q} with head go, where
Q ∈ Q. Let θ = MGU(Eq(S)) and Θ = MGU(Eq(TS)). For eah node n in S, labelled
p(t¯)← p1(t¯1), . . . , pm(t¯m) in S and p(τ¯ )← p1(τ¯1), . . . , pm(τ¯m) in TS, let Un be the variable
typing suh that Un ⊢ (t¯, t¯1, . . . , t¯m) : (τ¯ , τ¯1, . . . , τ¯m). Let
U =
⋃
n∈S
UnΘ.
Consider a pair of nodes n, n′ in S suh that n′ is a hild of n, and the equation p(s¯) =
p(s¯′) ∈ Eq(S) orresponding to this pair (see Def. 5). Consider also the equation p(σ¯) =
p(σ¯′) ∈ Eq(TS) orresponding to the pair n, n′ in TS. Note that Un ⊢ s¯ : σ¯ and Un′ ⊢ s¯′ : σ¯′.
By Lemma 4, U ⊢ s¯ : σ¯Θ and U ⊢ s¯′ : σ¯′Θ. Moreover, sine Θ = MGU(Eq(TS)), we have
σ¯Θ = σ¯′Θ. Therefore U ⊢ p(s¯) = p(s¯′) Atom. Sine the same reasoning applies for any
equation in Eq(S), by Lemma 6, (θ, U) is a typed substitution.
Consider a node n′′ in S with node atom a. Sine Un′′ ⊢ a Atom, by Lemma 4, U ⊢
a Atom. and by Lemma 5, U ⊢ aθ Atom. Therefore P has subjet redution wrt. Q. 
Example 4 Figure 3 shows a proper skeleton and the orresponding non-proper type skele-
ton for the program in Ex. 3.
In ontrast, let K and F be as in Ex. 3, and P = {applist(U),list(U),list(U), rlist(int)}.
Let P be the program shown in Fig. 4. The most general type of eah lause is indiated as
omment. Figure 5 shows a skeleton S and the orresponding type skeleton TS for P . A
solution of Eq(TS ) is obtained by instantiating all parameters with int.
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app([℄,Ys,Ys). %app(list(U),list(U),list(U))
app([X|Xs℄,Ys,[X|Zs℄) <- %app(list(U),list(U),list(U))
app(Xs,Ys,Zs). %app(list(U),list(U),list(U))
r([1℄). %r(list(int))
go <-
app(Xs,[℄,Zs), %app(list(int),list(int),list(int))
r(Xs). %r(list(int))
Figure 4: A program used to illustrate type skeletons
app([], Ys′′, Ys′′)
app([X′|Xs′], Ys′, [X′|Zs′])←
app(Xs′, Ys′, Zs′)
r([1])
  ❅
go← app(Xs, [], Zs) , r(Xs)
app(list(U′′)3)
app(list(U′)3) ←
app(list(U′)3)
r(list(int))
  ❅
go← app(list(int)3) , r(list(int))
Figure 5: A skeleton and the orresponding type skeleton for Ex. 4
4 Conditions for Subjet Redution
By Thm. 8, a program has subjet redution if for eah proper skeleton, the orresponding
type skeleton is also proper. A more general suient ondition onsists in ensuring that any
type skeleton is proper. We all this property type uniability. Arguably, type uniability
is in the spirit of presriptive typing, sine subjet redution should be independent of the
uniability of terms, i.e., suess or failure of the omputation. However this view has been
hallenged in the ontext of higher-order logi programming [22℄.
We onjeture that both subjet redution and type uniability are undeidable. Proving
this is a topi for future work.
4.1 The Head Condition
The head ondition is the standard way [13℄ of ensuring type uniability.
Denition 10 A lause C = pτ¯ (t¯) ← B fullls the head ondition if its most general
type has the form (τ¯ , . . .).
Note that by the typing rules in Table 1, learly the most general type of C must be
(τ¯ , . . .)Θ for some type substitution Θ. Now the head ondition states that the type of the
head arguments must be the delared type of the prediate, or in other words, Θ↾τ¯= ∅. It has
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been shown previously that typed programs fullling the head ondition have operational
subjet redution [13, Theorem 1.4.7℄. By Thm. 7, this means that they have subjet
redution.
4.2 Generalising the Head Condition
To reason about the existene of a solution for the equation set of a type skeleton, we give
a suient ondition for uniability of a nite set of term equations.
Proposition 9 Let E = {l1 = r1, . . . , lm = rm} be a set of oriented equations, and assume
an order relation on the equations suh that l1 = r1 → l2 = r2 if r1 and l2 share a variable.
E is uniable if
1. for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ m, ri and rj have no variable in ommon, and
2. the graph of → is a partial order, and
3. for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, li is an instane of ri.
In fat, the head ondition ensures that Eq(TS ) meets the above onditions for any type
skeleton TS . The equations in Eq(TS ) have the form p(τ¯a) = p(τ¯h), where τ¯a is the type of
an atom and τ¯h is the type of a head. Taking into aount that the type lauses used for
onstruting the equations are renamed apart, all the head types (r.h.s.) have no parameter
in ommon, the graph of → is a tree isomorphi to TS , and, by the head ondition, τ¯a
is an instane of τ¯h. In the next subsetion, we show that by deomposing eah equation
p(τ¯a) = p(τ¯h), one an rene this ondition.
4.3 Semi-generi Programs
In the head ondition, all arguments of a prediate in lause head position are generi
(i.e. their type is the delared type). One might say that all arguments are head-generi.
It is thus possible to generalise the head ondition by partitioning the arguments of eah
prediate into those whih stay head-generi and those whih one requires to be generi
for body atoms. The latter ones will be alled body-generi. If we plae the head-generi
arguments of a lause head and the body-generi arguments of a lause body on the right
hand sides of the equations assoiated with a type skeleton, then Condition 3 in Prop. 9 is
met.
The other two onditions an be obtained in various ways, more or less omplex to verify
(an analysis of the analogous problem of not being subjet to our hek (NSTO) an be
found in [6℄). Taking into aount the renaming of type lauses, a relation between two
equations amounts to a shared parameter between a generi argument (r.h.s.) and a non-
generi argument (l.h.s.) of a lause. We propose here a ondition on the lauses whih
implies that the equations of any skeleton an be ordered.
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In the following, an atom written as p(s¯, t¯) means: s¯ and t¯ are the vetors of terms lling
the head-generi and body-generi positions of p, respetively. The notation p(σ¯, τ¯), where
σ and τ are types, is dened analogously.
Denition 11 Let _ ⊢ P Program and _ ⊢ C Clause where
C = pτ¯0,σ¯m+1(t¯0, s¯m+1)← p
1
σ¯1,τ¯1
(s¯1, t¯1), . . . , p
m
σ¯m,τ¯m
(s¯m, t¯m),
and Θ the type substitution suh that (τ¯0, σ¯m+1, σ¯1, τ¯1, . . . , σ¯m, τ¯m)Θ is the most general type
of C. We all C semi-generi if
1. for all i, j ∈ {0, . . . ,m}, i 6= j, pars(τiΘ) ∩ pars(τjΘ) = ∅,
2. for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, pars(σ¯i) ∩
⋃
i≤j≤m pars(τ¯j) = ∅,
3. for all i ∈ {0, . . . ,m}, τiΘ = τi.
A query Q is semi-generi if the lause go ← Q is semi-generi. A program is semi-
generi if eah of its lauses is semi-generi.
Note that semi-generiity has a strong resemblane with niely-modedness, where head-
generi orresponds to input, and body-generi orresponds to output. Niely-modedness
has been used, among other things, to show that programs are free from uniation [1℄.
Semi-generiity serves a very similar purpose here. Note also that a typed program whih
fullls the head ondition is semi-generi, where all argument positions are head-generi.
The following theorem states subjet redution for semi-generi programs.
Theorem 10 Every semi-generi program P has subjet redution wrt. the set of semi-
generi queries.
Proof: Let Q be a semi-generi query and TS a type skeleton orresponding to a skeleton
for P ∪ {go← Q} with head go. Eah equation in Eq(TS) originates from a pair of nodes
(n, ni) where n is labelled C = p(τ¯0, σ¯m+1) ← p1(σ¯1, τ¯1), . . . , pm(σ¯m, τ¯m) and ni is labelled
Ci = pi(τ¯
′
i , σ¯
′
i) ← . . ., and the equation is pi(τ¯
′
i , σ¯
′
i) = pi(σ¯i, τ¯i). Let Eq
′
be obtained from
Eq(TS) by replaing eah suh equation with the two equations σ¯i = τ¯
′
i , σ¯
′
i = τ¯i. Clearly
Eq′ and Eq(TS) are equivalent. Beause of the renaming of parameters for eah node and
sine TS is a tree, it is possible to dene an order 99K on the equations in Eq′ suh that for
eah label C dened as above, σ¯1 = τ¯
′
1 99K E1 99K σ¯
′
1 = τ¯1 99K . . . 99K σ¯m = τ¯
′
m 99K Em 99K
σ¯′m = τ¯m, where for eah i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, Ei denotes a sequene ontaining all equations e
with pars(e) ∩ pars(Ci) 6= ∅.
We show that Eq′ fullls the onditions of Prop. 9. By Def. 11 (1), Eq′ fullls ondition 1.
By Def. 11 (2), it follows that → is a subrelation of 99K, and hene Eq′ fullls ondition 2.
By Def. 11 (3), Eq′ fullls ondition 3.
Thus Eq(TS) has a solution, so TS is proper, and so by Thm. 8, P has subjet redution
wrt. the set of semi-generi queries. 
The following example shows that our ondition extends the lass of programs that have
subjet redution.
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q(U′, list(U′)) q(U′′, list(U′′))
   ❅❅
p(U, list(V))← q(list(U), W), q(list(W), V)
Figure 6: A type skeleton for a semi-generi program
Example 5 Suppose K and F dene lists as usual (see Ex. 3). Let P = {pU,V, qU,V} and
assume that for p, q, the rst argument is head-generi and the seond argument is body-
generi. Consider the following program.
p(X,[Y℄) <- %p(U,list(V)) <-
q([X℄,Z), q([Z℄,Y). % q(list(U),W), q(list(W),V).
q(X,[X℄). %q(U,list(U)).
This program is semi-generi. E.g. in the rst type lause the terms in generi positions
are U, W, V; all generi arguments have the delared type (ondition 3); they do not share a
parameter (ondition 1); no generi argument in the body shares a parameter with a non-
generi position to the left of it (ondition 2). A type skeleton is shown in Fig. 6.
As another example, suppose now that K and F dene list and integers, and onsider
the prediate r/2 speied as r(1, []), r(2, [[]]), r(3, [[[]]]) . . .. Its obvious denition would be
r(1,[℄).
r(J,[X℄) <- r(J-1,X).
One an see that this program must violate the head ondition no matter what the delared
type of r is. However, assuming delared type (int, list(U)) and letting the seond argument
be body-generi, the program is semi-generi.
One an argue that in the seond example, there is an intermingling of the typing and
the omputation, whih ontradits the spirit of presriptive typing. However, as we disuss
in the next setion, the situation is not always so learut.
5 What is the Use of the Head Condition?
The above results shed new light on the head ondition. They allow us to view it as just
one partiularly simple ondition guaranteeing type uniability and onsequently subjet
redution and well-typing of the result, and hene a ertain orretness of the program.
This raises the question whether by generalising the ondition, we have signiantly enlarged
the lass of well-typed programs.
However, the head ondition is also sometimes viewed as a ondition inherent in the type
system, or more speially, an essential harateristi of generi polymorphism, as opposed
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to ad-ho polymorphism. Generi polymorphism means that prediates are dened on an
innite number of types and that the denition is independent of a partiular instane of
the parameters. Ad-ho polymorphism, often alled overloading [20℄, means, e.g., to use
the same symbol + for integer addition, matrix addition and list onatenation. Ad-ho
polymorphism is in fat forbidden by the head ondition.
One way of reoniling ad-ho polymorphism with the head ondition is to enrih the
type system so that types an be passed as parameters, and the denition of a prediate
depends on these parameters [18℄. Under suh onditions, the head ondition is regarded as
natural.
So as a seond, more general question, we disuss the legitimay of the head ondition
briey, sine the answer justies the interest in our rst question.
In favour of the head ondition, one ould argue (1) that a program typed in this way does
not ompute types, but only propagates them; (2) that it allows for separate ompilation
sine an imported prediate an be ompiled without onsulting its denition; and (3) that
it disallows ertain unlean programs [23℄.
In reality, these points are not, stritly speaking, fundamental arguments in favour of the
head ondition. Our generalisation does not neessarily imply a onfusion between ompu-
tation and typing (even if the result type does not depend on the result of a omputation,
it may be an instane of the delared type). Moreover, if the type delarations of the pred-
iates are aompanied by delarations of the head- and body-generi arguments, separate
ompilation remains possible. Finally, Hanus [11℄ does not onsider the head ondition to
be partiularly natural, arguing that it is an important feature of logi programming that
it allows for lemma generation.
We thus believe that the rst question is, after all, relevant. So far, we have not been
able to identify a useful, non-ontrived, example whih learly shows the interest in the
lass of semi-generially typed programs. The following example demonstrates the need for
a generalisation, but also the insuieny of the lass dened in Def. 11.
Example 6 Let K = {t/1, int/0} and
F = {−1→int, 0→int, . . . , c→t(U), gU→t(U), ft(t(U))→t(U)}.
For all i ≥ 0, we have _ ⊢ gi(c) : ti+1(U) and _ ⊢ fi(gi(c)) : t(U). This means that the
set {σ | ∃s, t. s is subterm of t, _ ⊢ s : σ, _ ⊢ t : t(U)} is innite, or in words, there are
innitely many types that a subterm of a term of type t(U) an have. This property of the
type t(U) is very unusual. In [27℄, a ondition is onsidered (the Reexive Condition) whih
rules out this situation.
Now onsider the prediate fgs/2 speied as fgs(i, fi(gi(c))) (i ∈ IN). Figure 7 presents
three potential denitions of this prediate. The delared types of the prediates are given by
P = {fgs1int,t(U), gs1int,t(U), fgs2int,t(U), fgs3int,t(U), fs1int,t(U),int, fs2int,t(U),int,
gs2int,t(U),t(V), fgs3_auxint,t(U),t(U)}. The rst solution is the most straightforward one,
but its last lause does not fulll the head ondition. For the seond solution, the fat lause
gs2(0,x,x). does not fulll the head ondition. The third program fullls the head ondition
but is the least obvious solution.
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fgs1(I,Y) <-
fs1(I,Y,I).
fs1(I,f(X),J) <-
fs1(I-1,X,J).
fs1(0,X,J) <-
gs1(J,X).
gs1(J,g(X)) <-
gs1(J-1,X).
gs1(0,).
fgs2(I,Y) <-
fs2(I,Y,I).
fs2(I,f(X),J) <-
fs2(I-1,X,J).
fs2(0,X,J) <-
gs2(J,X,).
gs2(J,X,Y) <-
gs2(J-1,X,g(Y)).
gs2(0,X,X).
fgs3(I,X) <-
fgs3_aux(I,,X).
fgs3_aux(I,X,f(Y)) <-
fgs3_aux(I-1,g(X),Y).
fgs3_aux(0,X,X).
Figure 7: Three potential solutions for Ex. 6
For the above example, the head ondition is a real restrition. It prevents a solution
using the most obvious algorithm, whih is ertainly a drawbak of any type system. We
suspeted initially that it would be impossible to write a program fullling the speiation
of fgs without violating the head ondition.
Now it would of ourse be interesting to see if the rst two programs, whih violate the
head ondition, are semi-generi. Unfortunately, they are not. We explain this for the rst
program. The seond position of gs1 must be body-generi beause of the seond lause
for gs1. This implies that the seond position of fs1 must also be body-generi beause of
the seond lause for fs1 (otherwise there would be two generi positions with a ommon
parameter). That however is unaeptable for the rst lause of fs1 (X has type t(t(U)),
instane of t(U)).
It an however be observed that both programs have subjet redution wrt. the queries
fgsj(i, Y) for i ∈ IN and j = 1, 2. In fat for these queries all type skeletons are proper, but
it an be seen that the equations assoiated with the type skeletons annot be ordered. This
shows that the ondition of semi-generiity is still too restritive.
There is a perfet analogy between gs1 and r in Ex. 5.
To onlude this setion, note that our solution to the problem in Ex. 6 uses polymorphi
reursion, a onept previously disussed for funtional programming [15℄: In the reursive
lause for fgs3_aux, the arguments of the reursive all have type (int, t(t(U)), t(t(U))),
while the arguments of the lause head have type (int, t(U), t(U)). If we wrote a funtion
orresponding to fgs3_aux in Miranda [31℄ or ML, the type heker ould not infer its type,
sine it assumes that reursion is monomorphi, i.e., the type of a reursive all is idential
to the type of the head. In Miranda, this problem an be overome by providing a type
delaration, while in ML, the funtion will denitely be rejeted. This limitation of the ML
type system, or alternatively, the ML type heker, has been studied by Kahrs [14℄.
There is a ertain duality between the head ondition and monomorphi reursion. When
trying to nd a solution to our problem, we found that we either had to violate the head
ondition or use polymorphi reursion. For example, in the reursive lause for gs1, the
arguments of the reursive all have type (int, t(U)), while the arguments of the lause head
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have type (int, t(t(U))), whih is in a way the reverse of the situation for fgs3_aux. Note
that this implies a violation of the head ondition for any delared type of gs1. It would be
interesting to investigate this duality further.
6 Conlusion
In this paper we redened the notion of subjet redution by using derivation trees, leading
to a proof-theoreti view of typing in logi programming. We showed that this new notion
is equivalent to the operational one (Thm. 7).
We introdued type skeletons, obtained from skeletons by replaing terms with their
types. We showed that a program has subjet redution if for eah proper skeleton, the type
skeleton is also proper. Apart from larifying the motivations of the head ondition, it has
several potential appliations:
 It failitates studying the semantis of typed programs by simplifying its formulation in
omparison to other works (e.g. [16℄). Lifting the notions of derivation tree and skeleton
on the level of types an help formulate proof-theoreti and operational semantis, just
as this has been done for untyped logi programming with the lassial trees [3, 6, 9℄.
 The approah may enhane program analysis based on abstrat interpretation. Proper
type skeletons ould also be modelled by xpoint operators [4, 5, 10℄. Abstrat inter-
pretation for presriptively typed programs has been studied by [25, 27℄, and it has
been pointed out that the head ondition is essential for ensuring that the abstrat
semantis of a program is nite, whih is ruial for the termination of an analysis. It
would be interesting to investigate the impat of more general onditions.
 This proof-theoreti approah to typing ould also be applied for synthesis of typed
programs. In [29℄, the authors propose the automati generation of lemmas, using
synthesis tehniques based on resolution. It is interesting to observe that the generated
lemmas meet the head ondition, whih our approah seems to be able to justify and
even generalise.
 The approah may help in ombining presriptive and desriptive approahes to typ-
ing. The latter are usually based on partial orretness properties. Desriptive type
systems satisfy ertain riteria of type-orretness [7℄, but subjet redution is diult
to onsider in suh systems. Our approah is a step towards potential ombinations
of dierent approahes.
We have presented a ondition for type uniability whih is a renement of the head
ondition (Thm. 10). Several observations arise from this:
 Denition 11 is deidable. If the partitioning of the arguments is given, it an be
veried in polynomial time. Otherwise, nding a partitioning is exponential in the
number of argument positions.
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 The renement has a ost: subjet redution does not hold for arbitrary (typed)
queries. The head ondition, by its name, only restrits the lause heads, whereas our
generalisation also restrits the queries, and hene the ways in whih a program an
be used.
 As we have seen, the proposed renement may not be suient. Several approahes
an be used to introdue further renements based on abstrat interpretation or on
properties of sets of equations. Sine any suient ondition for type uniability
ontains at least an NSTO ondition, one ould also benet from the renements
proposed for the NSTO hek [6℄. Suh further rened onditions should, in partiular,
be fullled by all solutions of Ex. 6.
We have also studied operational subjet redution for type systems with subtyping [26℄.
As future work, we want to integrate that work with the proof-theoreti view of subjet
redution of this paper. Also, we want to prove the undeidability of subjet redution and
type uniability, and design more rened tests for type uniability.
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